PSAB MODEL RESOLUTION

ACT 99-2018 ***

HOUSE BILL 99 (PN4254)

Whereas, on the date of _________________ the borough of ______________, ____________ county was impacted by (description of event(s)) thereby damaging, destroying and/or leading to the potential degradation of (borough infrastructure, borough property, borough facilities and/or equipment);

Whereas, the officials of the borough of _________________ seeking to mitigate existing or potential emergencies which are not the result of a Title 35 declaration have sought to procure essential resources to remedy these conditions and to further comply with The Borough Code Title 8 PACs Section 1402(d) do hereby

Resolved, that the (event/occurrence) impacted the borough by (examples of damages or circumstances) thereby creating a clear and present danger affecting the health, safety and welfare of the citizens of _________________ borough; therefore, be it

Resolved, as the borough sought to remedy these (emergency/accidental) events it was necessary to (contract, purchase, procure) goods and/or services from (party that was contracted/agent from which items were acquired) in the amount of $_____________ on the date(s) of ________________; therefore, be it further

Resolved, that the Council of _________________ borough, ____________ county now hereby declares during its regularly scheduled borough council meeting of (month, year) that immediately following the dates of the (emergency circumstances, accident) an emergency procurement occurred and this resolution shall serve as public notice, formal documentation and legal acknowledgement of such action.

(The sample language included on this page is for purposes of modeling a potential legal document only. PSAB offers this model resolution with no formal agreement or legal responsibility as to its sufficiency to serve as a formal municipal document. All boroughs seeking to draft resolutions in accordance with Act 99/2018 should defer to their solicitor for final resolution composition and enactment.)

*** Enactment date for Act 99/2018 is December 23, 2018